HENLOW GOLF CLUB
Henlow GC - Local Rules
1) Stones in bunkers
They are deemed moveable obstructions
2) Ground Under Repair
Play is prohibited from all areas marked or deemed G.U.R and full relief must be taken, one club length at nearest point
of relief. All areas marked with a white GUR, tractor tyre marks, vehicular tracks/roads, temporary greens and teeing
grounds must be treated as G.U.R
3) Teeing Grounds
A ball that lands on a teeing ground (the playing area, not the slope) must be lifted and dropped at the nearest point of
relief without penalty.
4) Protection of Trees
Trees staked, wrapped or otherwise supported are deemed protected. If such a tree interferes with a players stance or
intended swing, the ball must be lifted without penalty and dropped within one club length at nearest point of relief
5) Plugged Ball
A ball plugged in the rough or closely mown area may be without penalty, marked, lifted, cleaned and dropped as close
as possible to the original position (no closer to the hole)
6) Hazard Posts and 150 and 100 Posts
These posts are deemed movable obstructions. (exception Out of Bounds posts)
7) Pathways
All pathways (stone, chipping, woodchip) are deemed immovable obstructions and relief of one club length at nearest
point of relief may be taken without penalty
8) Course Safety
It is the player’s responsibility to ensure their own safety wherever possible including adverse weather conditions (i.e
Thunder & Lighting)
9) GPS Measuring Equipment
HGC permit the use of measuring devices in all club competitions (excluding those devices/smartphones/trolleys/GPS
that include additional measuring features i.e: slope, temp, wind speed etc whether or not the features are disabled)
Henlow Golf Club Dress Code is Shown Below

Dress Code & Mobile Phone Usage
CLUB HOUSE
In the Club House clothes must be smart casual or formal. Smart denims are
acceptable as long as they are clean and presentable. No torn clothing, vests,
headwear, work overalls or boots are allowed. Golf shoes are only allowed in the
Member’s Bar, Players’ Corridor and Changing Rooms.

ON THE COURSE
Men’s Dress Code
Tailored golf shirts (tucked in
at all times), long smart casual
trousers or knee length tailored
shorts (not commando trousers
or shorts), long socks, ankle or
trainer length sport socks and
golf shoes.

Ladies’ Dress
Code
Tailored golf shirt/blouses,
collared sleeveless tops, long
smart casual trousers, ¾
length tailored trousers or knee
length tailored short (not
commando trousers or shorts),
ankle or trainer length sport
socks and golf shoes. Suitable
shirts/blouses may be worn
outside the trouser/shorts.

MOBILE PHONES

Mobile phones may only be used on the patio, the rear corridor area, changing rooms
and car park.

